Welcome to
Sun Harvester
Limited

Sun Harvester Limited was
founded in 2017
to manufacturer unique
Energy Storage Systems (ESS).
Under our registered brand
name Zhyphen. We have
developed unique system
architecture, when coupled
with our Battery Management
System (BMS) ensures
maximum usable energy &
sustainability.

The problem-Approximately 1.1
billion people in the world have no
access to electricity.

The lack of power in developing countries particularly
in Africa remains one of the main obstacles to the
continent’s economic development resulting in severe
poverty.

The solution….
Micro/Mini-grids

Why
not
more?

According to the world Bank- globally, at least 19,000 mini grids are already
installed in 134 countries, representing a total investment of $28 billion and
providing electricity to around 47 million people.
Compared with main grid or solar home systems, mini grids are a more viable
solution for areas with high population density and medium electricity
demand. Extending main grid to serve remote communities is often
prohibitively expensive.

Why not more ?

The Problem ?
Complex energy storage installations require a high level
of technical knowledge which can be scarce & costly in the
developing world .
They can be cost prohibitive, with Mini –Grids starting
typically at $100k ++
Costly or prohibitive expansion or technical limitations on
scalability ?
Ongoing maintenance costs and issues ?

All can represent a long or low ROI for the developer ?
Also, what about the millions in the huge unserved market of
isolated communities, where costs are too high
or communities too sparse?

Previously the only option for lighting
was kerosene lanterns, and for cooking
open fires fueled with wood and crop
waste. Previously the only electricity
supplies the hospital had, was a small
unreliable gasoline generator which was
reserved for refrigeration and recharging
medical devices. Ryan Burton, Sun
Harvesters technical director and a
founding partner was a consultant for
the project. He was responsible for
liaising with those who had previously
been on the ground in Tanzania to
identify system requirements. Following
this, he was challenged to design the
systems to meet the specifications
agreed, working with other members of
the team, sourcing and costing suitable
components, drafting electrical
schematics and installation guides for
the systems. He was highly engaged
hands-on in the assembly and testing of
the systems, before being shipped to
Tanzania. Finally liaising with a team of
Electricians who travelled to Tanzania to
install the systems, guiding the
installation procedures.

In summary, Ryan identified this method of system delivery, i.e. shipping
components out to these regions to be installed in the field was not in any
way practical. With essentially no physical resources on the ground in these
regions: For example, if a component is needed for installation, or if
something goes missing in transit then a big issue arises. Another issue that
can arise, is after installation if a fault occurs or if the system is not
correctly working there is a lack of technical knowhow to test and identify
the problem without equipment and expertise.

This is exactly why Sun Harvester
was formed to develop the turnkey
all-in-one solution which is the
reliable, quick to install and a costeffective way to provide power in
these regions.

The Disruptive
solution

"Lego With
Batteries" - Flexible,
Modular Energy
Storage for Remote
Communities or
instant off-grid
energy.

Introducing the
Zhyphen Instant
Grid
MODULAR | STACKABLE |
LINKABLE |FLEXIBLE |
SCALABLE

MODULAR | STACKABLE |
LINKABLE |
FLEXIBLE|SCALABLE
POWER OUTPUT STARTS FROM 3 or 5 KW-STACK
TOGETHER AND BUILD UP TO 50 kW OF POWER
INCLUDING 3PHASE.

ADDITIONAL ZHYPHEN STORAGE ONLY BLOCKS
ALLOW FOR UNLIMITED STORED ENERGY
Mini-Grid development
•

Power output scalable from 5kW to 50kW,
single phase 230Vac and 3 phase 415Vac

• Solar PV generation capability from 1kWp to
50kWp
• Energy Storage Capacity from 5kWh to unlimited
• Fuel Genset generation capability from 5kW to
50kW (secondary supply)

Plug and play system, simply connect solar panels, wind
turbine or grid and load the consumer unit
*Single Zhyphen instant grid(IG) blocks give instant
3kW or 5kW static or mobile power.
*Stack three IG blocks and you have 3phase power.
*Link from one-nine 3kW instant grids and you upto
have 27kW.
*Ten 5kW instant grid blocks can be linked into a
50kW mini grid.

Mini-Grid installations cost from >US$100,000+
leaving millions unserved in isolated, rural
communities, where costs are too high or
communities too sparse. The Zhyphen Instant grid
system starts from just US$10,000 reducing the
entry level cost considerably. Due to the modular
nature, connections can be made more flexible
with easy scalability, including 3phase
capabilities.
Zhyphen instant -Grid offers up to a 30% lower
levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) compared to
comparable systems through extended product
lifespans, lower cost & wider adoption. This is in
addition to the wider increasing financial,
environmental and socio-economic benefits.

Excellent ROI
All in one system: simply connect solar panels, wind turbine or grid and load
consumer unit - there are no external components, making for a truly fully
integrated unit which reduces time & costs.. The “plug & play” attribute also
allows for our ESS to be installed in developing countries where high-level
electrical knowledge is scarce and expensive reducing costs further, therefore
creating a high ROI
High power output
Unique architecture in all Zhyphen ESS produces more useable energy. Our ESS
has only one power conversion process, therefore offering maximum
power output. This process is greater than 90% efficient.

How do we
achieve this ?

Battery Management (BMS)-Longevity
Excellent central energy management systems (BMS) measures all power going
in and out of the batteries and calculates the available capacity to a high degree
of accuracy. This allows for only 80% deep discharge (DoD) typically doubling
the lifespan compared to 100% DoD.
Flexibility
Add additional Zhyphen Instant grid blocks from 3kw to 50kw even set up
as 3phase. Add IG storage only blocks to expand the system with
unlimited storage. Allowing entry level energy access that is scalable or
portable.
Intelligent Battery Management system . (BMS)/Greener
The BMS constantly monitors the condition of the battery cells. 3U modules can
be replaced individually in the Zhyphen ESS. Other competitor
systems require complete unit replacement. When the replaced
modules eventually reach their end of life, they are
recyclable. LiFePO4 protected with Solar BMS can last 20 to 30 years, where a
typical lead acid will only last four to six years.

Scalability
The intelligent Zhyphen Instant Grid will allow
consumers to progress from initial connection, to
a tier 2 supply requirement up the ladder to tier 5
electricity supply. As the consumers demands increase
their connection supply level will be increased by
the owner and operator, through the Zhyphen instant
grid scalability.
Our BMS and hardware are fully compatible with smart
metering & billing solutions, remote monitoring
and PAYG mobile money platforms.

The Zhyphen instant grid aims to disrupt the
Mini-Grid market .
by using a dynamic, flexible grid of 3kW or
5kW blocks configured into a mini-grid,
scalable up to 50kW

The opportunity
Current Financing $28 billion—
Cumulative global investment in mini grids to date $5 billion—Cumulative global investment in Africa and South Asia in mini grids to
date $1.3 billion—Development Partners committed including AFD, AfDB, DfiD, Islamic Development Bank, GIZ and WB $660
million—World Bank commitment to mini grids in 33 countries through to 2025 $259 million—Private-sector investment in mini grid
developers in low-income countries since 2013 25%—Average World Bank share of total mini grid investment (government,
development partners, and private sector) in client countries.

It is estimated that $220 billion is needed to connect 500 million
people to 210,000 mini grids in these regions by 2030.
Private-Sector Opportunity $3.3 billion. Annual profit potential for
developers for mini grids deployed between 2019–2030 $4.7 billion
Net profit potential across all mini grid component and service
suppliers.

“Having a commercially viable(un-granted) modular “plug & Play”
scalable Micro/Mini grid, coupled with smart PAYG/Billing platforms
can provide investors with an attractive ROI. At the same time if
consumers can reduce their energy costs, this will finally provide a
solution to energy access”.

Routes to market
Commercial Mini-Grid developers
Governmental or community Mini-Grid-operators
Charities
NGOs
Distributors
Architects and specifiers
Stakeholders and end users
Web-based platforms that facilitates mini-grid development
Collaborations with off grid telecoms, Biowaste, irrigation etc

The market in the
developed world..
due to increasing legislation
prohibiting the use of diesel
powered generators.
Instant off-grid power for..
• On site Professionals
• EV emergency charging

• Leisure and marine
• Events & outside catering
• 1st Responders
• Uninterrupted power supply
(UPS)
• Caravan & camping

Our progress so far..

2017 Sun harvester
limited formed.

R&D, Feasibility studies,
prototype development.

2018 /2019
Established R&D Facility

Software & working
prototypes developed.
Manufacturing systems
and processes adopted.

Supply chain identified
and established.

Proof of concept & proof
of market confirmed with
sales of various products
inc mobile units, bore
hole power supply

and grid-tied ESS to
NGOs, Charities and Grid
developers in

Malawi

Zambia

Kenya

Nigeria (in production)

& Ireland

2020- the next stage
We are seeking £350k to fund our next step
from R&D into product launch & full
production.
In April 2020 we will be ready to start a marketing programme
to launch the Zhyphen Instant grid onto the market.
This will include an upgrade of our website to include the
Instant Grid (IG) with marketing explainer video and
competitor comparison chart detailing the IG advantages and
unique attributes.
We will begin marketing to our target market through a
combination of direct marketing ,exhibitions, PR and web
based mini grid platforms.

We shall also execute our carbon trust incubator support to roll
out the Zhyphen IG through the energy4 Africa network of
collaborators amongst others as part of their programme

We wish to scale up our 1000sqft facility from R&D
into full production. We have identified the industrial unit
adjacent to our current unit which will require approximately
£50k to equip, furnish and upgrade.
We would like to recruit some further key personnel to join our
current four full time employees. This includes an FD and office
manager. Additional production staff can be easily recruited
locally.
This will be documented in detail in our business plan and
forecasts that will be made available shortly.

The Team

RYAN BURTON - Co-Founder -Technical Director
Ryan has 10 years’ experience in product design and
manufacturing engineering. He studied Civil
Environmental Engineering at the University of Edinburgh and
also an HNC in Electrical and Electronic Engineering.
Ryan was Lead In-house Engineer in
the design and application of battery management systems for
the manufacture of intelligent lithium-ion batteries. Some
project examples include marine propulsion systems and electric
motorcycles.
Ryan has installed conventional grid-tied solar
photovoltaic systems from small 4kW domestic installations, to
larger 50kW commercial installations.
CHRIS STACK - Co-Founder- Business Development Director
Chris has extensive experience in sales and with
a wide knowledge of marketing, sales support
& management. He has worked at sales director level in the low
energy heating sector, selling at board level to distributors,
housing associations, the public sector and property
developers. Chris has a passion to eliminate energy poverty
worldwide.

The Team

WILLIAM Mc QUILTER -Co founder - Sales Director
Between 1986 & 2006 William founded & built a company
which employed 25 members of staff during its 20 years of
trading with multinational blue-chip companies. From 2013 until
2017 he has been working in the low energy &
renewable energy sectors developing a high level of sales for
infra-red heating panels and air source heat pump
systems. William has vast experience in selling at
board level with a high level of industry knowledge.
DAMIEN ANDERSON-Production Director
Damien has over 25 years’ experience in commercial & industrial
electronics design & manufacture. This includes the assembly of
energy storage systems (ESS), battery generators &
the construction of low voltage control
panels. His experience also includes
the manufacturing of control panel & generator
changeover controls as well as 110-volt transformers, relays, and
contactor design. Highly experienced in costing
projects ensuring the business is secured whilst retaining highprofit margins. In addition, many years’ experience in domestic,
commercial & industrial installations, including Solar PV and ESS.

We have other production ready
products, all with the Zhyphen core
architecture & BMS.
However, we have identified the Instant
Grid as the disruptive flagship product
and therefore will be our focus.

Pre-launch early
interest.
Although we have
not launched the
Zhyphen Instant
Grid we already
have excellent
interest.

• A consignment of Zhyphen Instant Grid blocks has been ordered with funding
by local state government in Nigeria as part of a potential larger state-wide
roll out. This is currently with the State House of Assembly for funding
approval, presented by the Ministry of Environment, amongst other
departments. Delegates from Nigeria have requested a visit to our
production facility including representatives from the office for budget &
planning, anticipated in April 2020.
• A 3kW Instant grid block has been purchased by an established Zambian
mini-grid developer who have a substantial development pipeline.
• We have written interest from a charity who are active in 21 countries. This
will be their third order for various ESS solutions to add to the units
previously purchased for use in Malawi.

• Ryan visited the Tanzanian Hospital mentioned earlier in March 2019 when
the stakeholders confirmed their interest in our Instant Grid for this hospital,
which includes a local parish church, school, clinic facilities and other
locations.

